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BAKED BREAD RANGE

Large White Loaf
A lovely white bread that’s soft, full of taste and doesn’t crumble. 
This sliced loaf is an impressive size. It allows foodservice 
operators to make amazing sandwiches and toasties that their 
customers will love.

+ Also available in smaller 8x300g.

Item No: LRG White Bread | Weight: 4x 750g

Large Seeded White Loaf
A delicious bread that’s soft and full of sunflower seeds, poppy 
seeds and linseeds. A freeze/thaw loaf offering a cost effective 
solution for foodservice operators.

+ Also available in smaller 8x290g.

Item No: LRG Seeded Bread | Weight: 4x 740g

Fruit Loaf
Delicious gluten free fruit loaf baked fresh with a lovely cinnamon 
flavour and full of sultanas.

Item No: Fruit Loaf | Weight: 8x 320g

Slider Buns
Soft and fluffy buns to create perfect sliders, mini salad rolls or 
just heat up & serve as dinner rolls.

Item No: Slider Buns | Weight: 6x 35g, 8 packs/carton
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BAKED BREAD RANGE

Hot Dog Buns
Traditional hot dog rolls that offer a versatile solution. This roll 
allows you to make a range of popular menu items including 
garlic bread, bruschetta, banh mi and hotdogs.

Item No: Hot Dog Buns | Weight: 3x 100g, 8 packs/carton

Brioche Buns
Exquisite gluten free brioche buns that are soft and slightly 
sweet on the inside with a glazed golden crust. These buns are 
free from eggs and dairy so they’re vegan friendly.

Item No: Brioche Buns | Weight: 3x 100g, 8 packs/carton

Hot Cross Buns
Our delicious award-winning gluten free hot cross buns are 
available for a limited time around Easter. They are baked fresh, 
full of sultanas, currants and cinnamon flavour.

+Also available: Fruit buns

Item No: Hot Cross Buns | Weight: 4x 90g, 8 packs/carton

Hamburger Buns
Soft on the inside with a golden chewy exterior, these 
hamburger buns are an essential building block to the perfect 
gluten free hamburger.

Item No: Hamburger Buns | Weight: 3x 100g pack, 8 packs/carton
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High Fibre Ciabatta Rolls
A lovely bread that’s soft and perfect for paninis, bruschetta, 
pizza loaf and much more.

Item No: HF Ciabatta | Weight: 2 x120g, 8 packs per carton.

Artisan Loaf Olive
An artisan olive bread that has a crusty exterior and soft interior 
filled with olives. This is an unsliced loaf that has been par-baked 
so that all you need to do is pop it in the oven to finish the 
cooking process.

Item No: Artisan-Olive | Weight: 4x500g

Artisan Loaf White
A rustic white artisan bread that has a crusty exterior and soft 
white interior. This is an unsliced loaf that has been par-baked so 
that all you need to do is pop it in the oven to finish the cooking 
process.

Item No: Artisan-White | Weight: 4x 500g

Artisan Loaf 7 Seeds
A 7 seed artisan bread that has a crusty exterior and soft, seed 
filled interior. This is an unsliced loaf that has been par-baked so 
that all you need to do is pop it in the oven to finish the cooking 
process.

Item No: Artisan-7 Seeds | Weight: 4x 500g


